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MobileAccess1000 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  
 
The MobileAccess1000 system (MA1000) intended to provide in-building coverage 
and capacity for mobile telephone services. These qualities achieved by linking the 
Base Station to distributed antennas inside the buildings through the MA100. 
The system includes two major components, a Base Unit, which interfaces typically 
with microcell equipment, and Remote Units, which are distributed throughout the 
building and are hubs for antennas. 
The signals in the forward direction (downlink) from the microcell to the mobile 
telephones are carried via optical fibers from the Base Unit to the Remote Units. 
The signals in the reverse direction (Uplink) from the mobile to the microcell are 
similarly carried along a different fiber to the Base Unit. 
 Other relative system components are the optional RIU and controller units. 
The RIU (Radio Interface Unit) is attended to control the levels of the inputs/output 
signals to/from the Base Unit including an AGC function. 
The controller is a unit attended to control the components mentioned above in all 
aspects of the of the variety controlled/monitored functions of the system. 
Functionally, the system behaves as a repeater, with gain/attenuation as appropriate. No 
signal processing/modification, or RF modulation takes place in the system. 
The base unit is connected via coaxial cable (and attenuators, splitters…) to the 
microcell equipment, or an off-air repeater. The remote unit ports connect via coaxial 
cables to indoor antennae, which we do not supply. 
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As mentioned before, the MA1000 system consists of two main RF components and an 
optional interface unit:  
The Radio Interface Unit has a place to a three BTSC units (Base Station Conditioner) 
Inside it. 
Each BTSC can support different communication bands areas (such as cellular 
frequencies, PCS frequencies, UMTS frequencies etc.). The signals from/to the BTS 
conditioners are combined/splitted (DL/UL respectively) inside the RIU to 8 
inputs/outputs in order to support up to 32 Remote Hub Units (up to 128 antennas) in 
the other side of the optical link. 
Each output of the RIU is connected to an Uplink path in the Base Unit, which converts 
the RF signal to light and transmits it through the optical link to the Remote Hub Unit. 
The RHU (Remote Hub Unit) converts the light back to RF signal and after 
amplifications, transmits the signal to four antennas. 
In the Uplink path, the signals transmitted from the mobile telephones, received by the 
RHU. 
The RHU amplifies the signals and converts the signals into light. 
The light received by the BU and converted back to RF signals. 
The signals, after amplification, can be directly connected to the microcell (or the Base 
Station), or through the Radio Interface Unit. 
All products controlled by a microcontroller located inside these units. 
Some parameters are dynamically controlled, such as “AGC like mechanism” in order 
to prevent overload signals or the Lasers bias, and some of the parameters are only for 
monitoring (antennas configurations, signal strength received by the system etc). 
This digital section is only for internal monitoring of the units functions. 
A communication between the Base Unit and RHU unit is performed by 
communication through the optical link. 
 
 
The iDEN/SMR RHU intended to provide two bands of cellular operation. 
The iDEN band operates between 851~866MHz for DL and 806~821MHz for UL. 
The SMR band operates between 929~941MHz for DL and 896~902MHz for UL. 
 
The SMR Uplink course has an optional passive cavity filter to make it possible to have 
higher bands rejection that customers can demand (thus it is not necessary for most of 
multi bands operations). 
As mentioned the filter related only to the UL course (the signals that pass through the 
system from the mobile phone to the BTS or equivalent equipment). The use of it has 
no relation or influence to the DL course. 
 
 
 


